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ABSTIRCT

The research reported upon here is a first step toward the
building of a general theory of development in Asia. There are three
tasks involved in tnis attempt' (1) the delineation of patterns of
development: (2) the determination of linkages between national
characteristics and the behavior of nations over time, and (3) the
construction of an all-computer simulation model to ex!eriment on the
potential effects of controls.

Data were collected on 48 measures of national characteristics
for 21 Asian countries over a twenty-year period, 1949-1968. These
data were factor analyzed to determine patterns of interrelationship
between variables over both nations and years. A number of statistic-
ally independent d-iensilons were found including dimensions of power
capability, p iical orientation, wealth, uensity, healtCh, hristianity,

trade, and diplomatic transactions.

Factor scores for a specific nation in each year were calculated
to plot the nation's changing position along four major dimensions of
development. kow-',r caability, wealth, trade, and diplomatic transactions.

In order to examtine changes in Asia as P region, the factor scores
of each Asian country were aggregated on a yeariy basis. Then these
yearly sums were plotted over time. This procedure led to the following
observations. (1) Diplomatic transactions have increased at a remarkably
high rate; (2) trade itas made a dramatic jurn since 1964; (3) powe"=
capability, touglh having increased, has not changed as much as other
patterns throughout the entire period; and (4) the level of wealth
experienced a big increase in 1968.
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(1966) to name a few. Recently, however, a tremendous amount of academic

energy is being exploited to understand specific problems of development.

Korea, for example, has seen a number of scholarly works which attempted to

explain certain aspects of development such as economic planning (Adelman,

1969, Kim. 1969: Lyman and Cole, 1970), administration (Lee, 1968), and even

politics (Henderson, 1963 Oh, 1968). Similar developments can be traced in

other Asian countries.

What needs to be done now is the integration of numerous theories and

evidences of previous scholarly enterprises into a larger, more encompassing

framework. The present report is part of this attempt to build a general

theory of development involving three tasks: (1) the delineation of patterns

of development; (2) the unfolding of linkages between national characteristics

and the behavior of nations over time, and (3) the construction of an all-

computer simulation muodel to axp.,iment on the potential effects of controls.

Task 1. Pattern Delineation. Development is defined as a multidimen-

sional process of change within which environmental and behavioral factors

interact in complex ways. A certain stage of development is, therefore, the

consequence of interaction among such fortes as political, economic, socio-

cultural, etc. Each of these forces is also a product of interaction among

a number of elements. Political force, for example, is shaped by a complex

function consisting cf institutional types, performance style, and personality

variables.

This definition might sound value-free. It is value-free in a sense

that it overrides any particular value system governing specific vases. One

country might emphasize higher education, while the other would rether invest

in heavy industry. This form of differential weighting could UQ picked up

empirically by searching for the clusters of variation among nations. Our

definition of development is not totally devoiC uf value, however. The under-
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lying value here is "progress and harmony" (which happens to be the central

theme of Osaka Expo '70). An analogy is drawn to clarify this guiding principle.

Developing a country is like raising a child. A child can grow healthy both

physically and intellectually when he is given a nutritionally balanced diet,

parental love and a digestable amount of knowledge. Should one of these be

missing or overdosed, the child is likely to become abnormal. Likewise, the

successful development of a country depends upon good planning geared to

progress and balance.

Just as one child is different from another, each country has its own

distinctive characteristics. Naturally, prescriptions for development become

unique to esch country. This is what causes variation among countries. Below

this surface level, however, there exist some fundamental forces or patterns

which mold nation/state systems. Politics, economics, socio-cultural institu-

tions are these forces, to name a few.

Task 1 13 designed to delineate major patterns of development in Asia

during the last 20-year period, 1949-1968. Only when the basic patterns are

empirically defined, can we make reliable trend forecasts into the future.

Task 2. Linkages Letween Attributes and Behavior. Like most theories

of national behavior, the prevent model is bas'cd upon a paradigm. A paradigm

is in essence a general theory which produces a particular !.eltanschauung. The

paradigm employed here is a social field theorydeveloped by Professor R. J.

Rumrel (1965, 1969a, 1970a). Simply put, the theory postulates that the

behavior of nations tcx:ard each other is result of their ifferences and

similarities in attributes. Attributes refer to characteristics describin3

nAtions, while behavior is an interaction which links a pair of countries (dyad).

Attributes and behavior are operating in the theory not in terms of

their absolute magnitudes but relative to others at a point in time. This
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notion of relativity could be extended over time to fit the present model.

We often say that in 1970 nation A has reached the wealth level of nation B

in 1930. Or, GNP is said to have doubled in 20 years, etc. Therefore, it

is important that forces of development are scaled to account for this

relativity toward others over a time span.

A schematic representation of the pa idigm linking attributes and

behavior over time is given in Figure I. A and B refer to attribute and

Prediction - Prediction

FIGURE I.

behavior space respectively, whereas subscripts t and t2 give time points.

Two horizontal arrows are labelled as forecasts. Forecasting is the projec-

tion of trend patterns into the future. Two vertical arrows relate attributes

2and behavior at one time slice, thuq called predictions. In addition, there

is one diagonal arrow with a prediction libel, too. This combines attributes

at t with behavior at t2 in order to examilpe the existence of time lags in

causal networks. The dotted line arrow extending from Btl to At2 is not

'The previous application of this model (Park, 1969) to Asia for 1955
and 1963 has demonstrated a strong predictive capability.



theoretically important. east behavior is by definition a portion of present

attributes. Task 2 uncovers the strength and configuration of these arrows

sketched in the diagra,.

Task 3. All-Computcr Si.mulation. ,;iven the patterns of change over

time empirically defined and a knowledge of the interrelationships between

attributes and behavior, the next logical step of research should be geared

to the control of change. At this juncture, we are loaded with "what if?"

questions. Mhat would happen, if the system has a different rate of economic

development? Ihat would be the effects on the regional stability, if a nation

swings back and forth on the ideology scale? Uhat changes would be produced

by an increasing participation of youth in decision-making? Or, simply,

what if V;orld Uar III breaks out?

No model could generate precise answers to these questions. .hat it

can do is to help us foresee the consequences of alternative futures. The

most appropriate method for this purpose is an all-computer simulation. First,

we feed in major patterns of develpment as well as equations for forecasts

and predictiun. The relaionship b'tween the equations are also specified

by the analyst. Then -orics tne experiment with different sets of parameters.

3y altering the coefficivnt for GNP, ior example, we can explore its effects

on other aspects of the systt;m in 10, 20, or even 30 years. tanipulation of

paratrrers, if performtd in reality, is equivalent to the control of change.

After a ,t ries of onperincntation with simulation, then one can gain some

insight on iow to meneuver control to produce a desired .4tate in the future.

Ill. DATA. OPU.ATIONALIZATION, Mt JALT'TY

ST_. i'ulatien. The pr..sent study anayzos the Asian system, 1949-

MIS'q. 'hen ,systam is define. as "a set of objects together with relation-
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ships between the objects and between their attributes" (h1all and 7agcn, 1956,

p. 18), it must o doterrired who constitute objects and what the major

contents of attributes arc. There hive been numerous attempts to delineate

Asia as a regional system on multinlc criteria, none of which were successful

(Park, 1969). Since one of our secondary regeaich goals is to e:amine the

clustering of countries over time in terms of their cooperation, a conventional

geographi slice with 21 countries is adopted.

As far as the time span is concerned, tbe year 1949 marks a turning

point in Asian history. It was wAhen the giant changed its face: Communist

rule of mainland Chiina started. There are two countries which wcre independent

not throughout the entire 20-year period: Malaysia and Singapore. Moreover,

there has been a constant argument on the sovereignty of some nations: e.g.,

Communist China, Taiwan, and North Korea. Since our research interest is in

Asia as a system. it is imperative to include as many important internatinal

entities as possible. There is a good tistorical reason to believ4 that all

21 countries included in th. analysis have been existing as international

actors since 1949. The countries and their codes used in the present study

are given izn Table I.

!easures of Development. -wo important criteria were conslder~d in

selectin$ operational measures of change: rolevance to -del uildin, and

existence of prcvlous empirical work with sinilar !;cholarly attcntion.

Consulted were a number of crnss-national studieo whicih searched for i-sJor

dimensions of variation among nation characteristics. ihs Include (1)

Cattell'b (1949) factor analysis :f 72 widely chose" variables for 69 countries,

which extracted 12 dinensions cf national syntalit." (2) 'u=cl's (1W69b)

analysis of 17 dimensional space of nation attrioutes and dyadic behavior;
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TABLE i, 21 ASIAN COUNTRIES AND THEIR CODES

No. Countr'y Code

1 Afghanistanl AFG
2 Burma BUR
3 Cambodia CAM
4 Ceylon CEY
5 China (mainland) CHN
6 Taiwan CHT
7 India IND
8 Indonesia INS
9 Japan JAP

10 North Korea KUN
11 South Korea KOS
12 Laos LAO
13 Nepal NEP
14 Outer Mongo 1ia OUT
15 Pakistan PAK
l Philippines PHI
17 Thailand TA I
18 North Vietnam VTN
19 South Vietnam VTS
20 Malaysia MAL
21 Singapore SIN
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(3) factor analysis of political variables in The Cross-Polity ?urvey (Banks

and Textor, i%_) performed by Gregg and Banks (1965); and( 4 ) a pioneering

work on regionalism by Russett (1967).

Of course, a ieavy emphasis war given to the so-called devclopment

variables, such as wealth and transaction capability. Thus, 36 measures were

selected to span general ch.racteristics, while 12 variables were allocated

for transaction capabilities encompassing trade, diplomacy, and international

organization. Forty-eight variables included in analysis and their codes

are presented in Table II. Their operational definitions are given in

Appendix I.

Data Quality. The body of data categorized by nations, years, and

variables can be conceived to form a cube as shown in Figure TI.

There are several points to be clarified in analyzing this data cube.

i. Missing data. There were nearly 30 percent missing cells according

to the major sources listed in Appendix I. Various miscellaneous sources--

mostly Asian materials--were consulted to reduce the size of missing data down

to 5 percent. For this portion, missing entries were estimated employing a

technique based upon nultiple regression (Wall and Rurel, 1969).

2. Reliability. It is well-known that data on nations are notorious

for their low reliability an( poor comparability. This problem is even more

serious in the developing countries with no adequate data generating facilities.

Yet the need for statistics on development variablec such as GNP and trade is

extreme in these countries for political reasons. Another factor which lowers

data quality is that our data cube is a mixture of metric and non-metric scales

of measurement. All these add up to a poor ratio between signals and noise.

A partial solution to this problem can be obtained by selecting a method which

dampens noise and brings out signal. Dealing with patterns rather than raw
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TABLE II. IVARIABLES AND THEIR CODES

Variable Code[ . Population POPUIATI
2. National laiod area LANDAREA.
3. Arable land area ARABLAND
4. Population. density DENSITY
5. Popu.lati )_n,.iar;ble land POP/ARAB
I6. Energy prodkuction EN~ERGY

7. optcc X ene-.gy production POP*EN'RG
8. Energy py lucciin/ population ENRG/POP
9. Cross Nartianal Product GNP

10. GNP/popuiat ion GNP/POP
11. Ma n ulf-I ULr iag/ G NP MANU/GNP
12. Agricultural production/GNE AGRI/GNP
13. Natianal Income NATLINCM
L 4. Bloc rnc~bershlp BLOCBSP
L 5. Freec~nof..a o~ition FREEDOM

-i16. Legality of governm~ent Change LEG-GOVC
S17. Voting System VOTI NG

18 :,.Parties #PARTIES
~19. Dence~~~iueDEFNSEXP
20. Delfe.-.s i2:~r~tare/GNP DEF/GN\P

412l. Newspaper circulation/population, NhVS [P0?
"- 22 . Tlho yuainTELE/POP

23. Radio re,: iv.rs/ncopuLation. RAD I/POP
-l21. 'iii./citinVEHI /POP

26. icuI b 'y i- i3ns POP/PHYS
27. Reli, im-s #RELIGIO

S~ nsi;.l'ar-cist religion/population LAROREI
29. Blhitc-lalnBUDD/POP
30. Mc wi-nedans.p !ua t ion MORiA/POP
31. Ra -a Ct 11-C p spP t I a t io CATFI/POP
32. F r oo!Ii r, is/1,jpopu La-t 4o n PROT/POP

~33. La n guies #LA*NGIAG
~34. slemb i it) of t he largest language group/population LARGLANG

3.Ethnic CrUOLIpS t th g /l i#ETHNIC
,36. ibcrrip of the tags tncIoppplco ARGETHN

37.~ as> e~tin in other nations in the world EM.B114WOR
3.in other natior- in Asia h MBINASI

.~ 3k. t:;si~ ii .~',ator~sfrcom other nations in the world EBRO
40. Farb S* :a inns From other nationis in Asia EMBFRASI

~41. inc&il-' 1intornational organizations of which a member
'C' 1Oba 1G0) IGO- GLOB

42. Asian A.LIF rclllinternitional organizations of which a
i ''\Vian IG;O) IGO-ASTA

43 ?i~tL' I m11. organ izat ions of which a member (Global NGO) NGO-GLOB
'i 44. As ian ,)i iP. 1-c- ii.: crnac icna I organizations of which a member

(As i m N60) NCO-ASIA
~ 5 FIX: Cl (1 b1) EXP-GLOB

4 47.~~~ ni IMP-GLOB
48. 1:ti ori t taIMP-AS IA
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scores produces such a practical advantage in addition to theoretical import.

3. Transformation. Since the research aims at the population of Asian

countries rather than any type of sample, no attempt was made to transform

variables to normal distribution. The only transformation performed was the

standardization of a variable over time and nations, equating means and standard

deviations of each variable. This form of standardization is dictated by the

philosophical tenet of the paradigm employed: Asian space-time relativity.

IV. PATTERNS OF ASIAN DEVELOPMENT

Method: Super P-Factor Analysis. Our interest is in delineating patterns

of development across nations over time. This results in a deviation from

normal two-facet analysis. Two-facet matrices generated by slicing the data

cube of Figure II horizontally will have variables in columns and time points

in rows for a specific nation. Factor analysis done on this frame is called

P-analysis.

In order to handle time patterns for all countries, however, we can

cut a series of yearly slices from the data cube. 6ach slice is a vertical

frame identified as R-matrix. Then these slices are stacked in "freight-car"

fashion, one behind the other as in Figure III. This supermatix is factor

analyzed to determine the patterns of interrelationship between variables

over both nations and years. 3 A pattern (factor) loading matrix then gives

the clustering of variables in terms of their similarity in variation over

time and nations. Moreover, a pattern score matrix is computed which generates

a score for each nation for each year on these patterns. These scores are used

to plot each nation's change over time.

3For the mathematics of factor analysis, see Rummel (1970b). A
previous application of super P-factor analysis on some 25 conflict measures
over nation pairs by months in 1.963 found this technique very useful in over-
time pattern delineation (Phillips, 1969).
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Dimensions of Asian Development. The data matrix as shown in Figure III

was factor analyzed employing principal component solution. The principal

axis solution was applied to a matrix of intercorrelation between variables.

The Pearson product-moment correlation matrix is presented in Table III.

Component analysis was chosen because the specific variance is important in

the description of Asian development.

In order to delineate a simple structure, varimax orthogonal rotation

was performed on those dimensions with eigenvalues greater than one. The

orthogonal rotation defines patterns which are uncorrelated with each other,

thus uncovering distinct clusters of interrelationships when they exist in

the data. Table IV presents the rotated factor loading matrix, where a loading

measures correlat.ion between a variable and a factor.

Eleven dimensions were delineated accounting for 84 percent of the

total variance. The component (factor) scores for these dimensions were

calculated, employing the formula

Snx p = Zn1: F Xp (F'p F Iap)-

where S - the matrix of scores
Z = the standardized data matrix
F - the rotated factor matrix (Table IV)

n - tiie number of cases
m - the number of variables
p - the number of dimensions.

These scores are hL.ipful i:a the substantive interpretation of dimensions and

will be used to plot chanres in the next section.

Only thos, dimensions which arc important in terms of variance account-

ability and th-orctically meaningful ones will be interpreted. The largest

dimension, accounting for 14.3 pe-rcent of total variance, consists of popula-

tion (.94), land area (.93), energy production (.93), population x energy

production (.92), defense expenditure (.90), arable iand (.75), railroad (.70),
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TABLE IV. ORTHOGONALLY ROTATED DIMENSIONS' 3
I

Dimens ious

NO. VARIABLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 h

I POPULATI 94 04 1 -03 -04 -02 -3A 00 -01 -25 03 97
2 LANDAREA 93 -01 -03 -17 -01 -04 -01 10 -04 -07 -01 91
3 ARABIAND 75 -03 '3 Ou -L0 -05 -07 04 -06 -54 00 95
4 DENSITY -07 01 -0 16 -02 95 05 02 -02 -02 02 95
5 POP/ARAH -06 09 -11 11 -04 94 05 03 -02 0O 01 92
6 ENFRGY 93 1-4* 06 -08 -00 02 04 -06 01 12 03 91
7 POP*ENRG 92 03 -00 -16 O, 04 -05 00 03 13 -03 89
8 ENRC/POP 10 02 -05 -23 -04 -08 88 -16 -03 03 t0 89
9 GNP 65 59 30 L2 -08 -03 17 -10 03 -11 09 93
10 GNP/POP -08 23 -01 -02 03 21 88 10 04 02 -04 89
11 MANU/GNP 21 19 -1! -19 -03 74 i7 -31 06 -14 18 86
12 AGRI/GNP -L2 -20 -16 -09 -20 -56 -11 40 -20 -13 -37 82
13 NATLINCM 70 55 29 10 -07 -03 16 -09 01 -09 08 94
14 BKOCMBSP -30 10 29 55 3 L 22 -08 00 -06 24 18 73
15 rr.KEEDOM -08 10 13 79 I L 16 -05 -10 05 -12 -06 76
16 LEG-GOVC -17 10 09 78 09 03 -09 12 -19 -08 -24 78
17 VOTING -13 05 10 "" -05 05 -04 03 -10 -05 -01 57
18 #PARTIES 08 20 19 30 23 12 18 -12 08 -19 30 41

19 DEFNSEXP 90 11 07 -19 04 04 -04 -07 -01 11 02 88
20 DEF/GNP -07 -08 -11 -38 -U. -01 -19 -48 05 -05 30 55
21 NEWS/POP -01 53 11 3,7 -U 38 39 -15 15 18 21 86
22 'rEI,F'POP -03 70 15 1 -08 29 48 -05 09 10 06 88
23 RADIIPOI" -U) 73 21 09 -04 I 7 -06 15 15 12 87
24 VEi/P POP -L1 5 12 24 -03 69 17 D0 02 07 -03 89
25 RAILROAD /0 12 29 20 -1L -07 04 -04 -02 -51 09 94
26 POP/PHYS -04 -01 -1S II -O, -12 -05 -13 05 04 -78 69
27 A.REh.lG 10 20 -tO 17 _. _8 33 -21 19 -06 11 02 63
28 b\R;H.!i 04 -04 Ut 7 02 -12 -03 90 -02 -08 07 88
29 BLID!POI -22 -01 -11 -. 4 -25 -C4 03 39 79 19 -07 96
30 MOHA/POP -07 -04 14 09 - 15 -07 -06 29 -88 13 -05 95
31 CATI/POi' -10 01 O0 0 91 -06 00 00 02 -23 00 90
32 PRO/POP -10 -03 07 15 ' -0 - 02 -09 -05 02 It 91
33 #LANGL:AG 15 -07 22 13 3- 00 -18 2! -05 -80 -02 91
34 AkC.A; 00 1- - 2 G - o; 11 - 32 32 36 4 90
35 4ET. IC -i8 -16 03 -14 -36 -02 -26 f 5 -09 -17 10 77
36 LAC.RFTiN 0; 1 - 24 -27 06 [ . 31 3b 0 5 .- 87

37 Fm,'" INWoR 1 7 q- -I9 o4 (1 -11 -09 09 89
3I Eix S1 s4 it C" , 03 - ') -03 12 -07 -05 -01 87
39 F :i F'R ,R 22 2 3 , 0, - 0 -(7 05 10 -14 -16 06 94
40 v',FR,\: 1 16 0 -2 -11 -0 00 1 '? -03 -07 01 87
41 iG;- ;:.O> -03 10 1 2' 0 -07 03 0$ -02 -06 18 79
42 it;o-AS1A 0 ) -0'" - I 1 i2 -02 07 10 11 -20 69
43 N.o,-,i.O 15 -2 .3 06 il 15 -1! 02 -19 15 90
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TABLE V(continued)

NO. VARIABLES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 h2

44 NGO-ASIA -06 12 73 16 19 09 -02 -13 -06 00 -01 64
45 EXP-GLOB 25 83 2 2'4 -05 08 15 -06 -02 -06 11 90
46 EXP-ASIA 11 90 16 -13 08 09 -01 02 00 08 -07 89
47 IMP-GLOB 24 79 25 29 -06 07 16 -09 03 -13 15 90
48 IMP-ASIA 01 8 21 -11 09 17 -01 02 00 06 -07 87

Total •
Variance(%) 14.5 11.4 13.5 7.3 5.9 8.2 5.9 5.3 4.3 4.1 3.8

avarimax rotation of the principal axes of a product moment correla-

tion matrix. Component model. All com,, 'nents with eigenvalues > 1.00 were
rotated. Loadings and communality are multiplied by 00. Loadings _. .301
are underlined. Signs for components I and 2 are reversed.
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national income (.70), G.P (.(5), and bloc membership (-.30). This dimension

is named oower capability, since it covers most sources of power discussed

in th2 international relations literature. Palmer and Perkins (1957), for

example, list .,vcn contributing elements to power: geography, natural re-

3 ources, technology, population, ideology, morale, and l.nadership. Among

these, morale and leadership are not tapped by this dimension for the attitude

and personality variables were not included in our study.

One minor but interesting note about the p0wer a dimension is

that bloc membership is loaded negatively though marginal in its magnitude.

This indicates that those nations low on bloc membership scale (Communist - 0,

neutral = I, Western = 2) tend to have greater power capability. Examination

of factor scores clarifies this point. For the entire period, China (mainland),

India, Japan, and Indonesia havc dominated the top four positions in this order;

whereas the lower end has a mixture of bloc affiliation.

The second dimension with 11.4 percent of total variance involves export

to Asian countries (.90), import fro27 Asian countries (.88), export to the

world (.83), import from the world (.79), telephones/population (.70), GNP (.59),

national incone (.55), vehicles/population (.5L', newspaper circulation/

population (.53), global NGO (.42), and rad' receivers/population (.35). It

reveals that the trade behavior of nations are highly patterned. Also there

is a positive linkage between the within-system trade and the dealings with the

entire world. in other words, those nations which trade a lot with other Asian

countries, also trade higLly with the global market. This dimension further

confirms our cornxon sense notion that the economically developed countries

tend to trndL more. Examination of factor scores show two salient trends: (1)

So.ithea.st Asian countries have been high traders throughout the entire time

span- (2) Japan jumped into the top rank in the mid-50's and has remained

th.,rv. A nattral label for this dimension is trade.

The third dimnenaion which happens to be the second largest in terms
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of variance explained (13.5 percent) iE loaded with all the variables of

embassies and legations and international organizations: embassies and

legations In Asia (.90), those from Asia (.88), those from the world (.87),

and those in the world (.85), as well as global ICO (.79), Asian IGO (.77),

-global NGO (.73), and Asian NGO (.73). This dimension is labelled diplomatic

transactions. For the entire period, high scoring nations on this factor

have been neutralist bloc countries su .i as India, Pakistan, Indonesia, etc.

As in the case of trade behavior, Japan became active from the mid-50's.

Taiwan's trend is also worth noting. Taiwan has maintained a high position

which evidences that Chiang's government has been trying hard to win friends

and convince the world of their raison d'etre.

It is very important to note, at this juncture, that diplomatic

transaction is statistically independent of other dimensions, especially

trade. Quite often, the literature on international transaction identifies

(either intuitively or emp4 rically) three main types: trade, formal diplomatic

interaction, and international organization (Alger and Braris 1967; Brams

1966). Our findings delineate two types for the Asian system. While trade

forms a distinct cluster, formal diplomacy and internatloal organization

behavior are found to co-vary. One possible explanation is that the use of

NGO as a channel of communication at the civilian level is not high in Asia

where the practice of Western style diplomacy is rather novel.

Moving on, the fourth dimension accounting for 7.3 percent of total

variance is labeled poitical orientation. Variables loading high on it are

freedom of group opposition (.79), legality of government change (.78),

voting system (.72), bloc membership (.55), defense expenditure/GNP (-,38),

newspaper circulation/population (.37), and religions (.34). Japan and India

have taken the high positive side (polyarchy) most of the time, while the high
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negative and delineates totalitarian rules. From a moderate negative loading

of defense expenditure/GNF, it can be inferred that totalitarian systems tend

to spend more on defense relative to GNP compared to their non-totalitarian

neighbors. The correlation of the number of religions with this dimension is

largely due to the lack of religious freedom behind the bamboo curtain.

The fifth dimension has two high loading variables: Catholics/population

(.91), and Protestants/population (.92). Taking up 5.q percent of total

variance, this dimension has several other variables loosely linked to it:

religions (.48), ethnic groups (-.38), membership of the largest ethnic

group (.35), languages (.32), and bloc membership (.31). The most appropriate

name for this dimension seems to e Christianity. The leader of this group

is, of course, the Philippines which has over 80 percent of the Catholic

population. The next high positive location is given to South Korea. Then

come Taiwan, South Vietnam and Malaysia. The emergence of this factor could

bear many socio-cultural implications in terms of sensitiveness toward Western

spiritual heritage. These will be clarified when the linkages with behavior

variables are determined in Task 2.

The sixth dimension with 8.2 percent of variance depicts a typical

phenomenon of modernization. When the population density is high (.95), and

especially when the arable land is crowded (.94), then manufacturing is

emphasized (.74) while the ratio of agriculture over GNP decreases (-.56).

Other variables involved are vehicles/population (.69), radio receivers/

population (.41), newspaper circulation/population (.38), and religions (.33).

Singapore and Japan are placed at the high end, while Outer Mongolia takes the

bottom. This dimension is labelled density.

The seventh dimension is a very popular one. Accounting for 5.9 percent

of total variance, it clusters energy production/population (.88) and GNP/
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population (.83) at the ccnter. These two variables are well-known as basic

indicators of economic development or wealth. Analysis of GNP/population,

in particular, has often been equated with the study of development itself.

At the periroIery of this clustering ate also sinrilar type measures such as

radio recelvers/pri,,lation (.07), telephones/population (.48), and newspaper

circulation/population (.39). Factor scores for nations demonstrate an inter-

estinn. result. Japan tops this scale except for four years: 1964-1967. During

this short period, North Korea takes the lead. This is possible since factor

scores are a composite index of several measures. flad we considered GNP per

capita only, Japan would never Lave conceded the highest position. China

(mainland) has been continuously low, while the lowest was experi- ,ced by

North Korea in 1951 when she was virtually swept away. This dimension is

named wealth.

The eighth dimension with 5.3 percent of total variance has one high

loading variable---membership of the largest religion (.90)--and several

moderately linked ones such as membership of the largest ethnic group (.65),

defense expenditure/GNP (--.48), agricultural production/GNP (.40). Buddhists/

population (.39), memberships of the largest language group (-.32) and ethnic

group (-.31), and manufacturing/GNP (-.31). TIhat is delineated by this

factor is rel'1ous, homoeneity and named thusly. Closer examination of

variables leads to an impression that this dimension debL some form

of agraria, if we call the fifth dimension (density) industria. Developing

our inference further, it is worth commenting that agraria and industria

are statistically independent rather than forming one continuum. Nations

having high positive scores on this dimension are Afghanistan, 1'urma, and

Outer Mongolia.

The nith dimension is miuor (4.3 percent of total variance) but

uncovers a delicate aspect of Asian culture. Buddhists/population is
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positively loaded (.79), while Mohammedans/population is negatively loaded

(-.88). This implies that when a country has a high proportion of Buddhists,

it tends to have a low representation of Mohammedans and vice versa. Examples

of the former are Cambodia, Thailand, and South Vietnam. The latter comprises

Afghanistan, Indonesia, and Pakistan. This dimension ia tentatively named

Buddhists-Mohammedans Dichotomy. Perhaps an expert in the area of Asian religion

could provide a better interpretation.

The tenth dimension is skipped for it lacks a clear interpretation. The

last dimension with only 3.8 percent of total variance is named health.

Variables clustered are population/physicians (-.78), memberships of the

largest ethnic group (.56) and language group (.44), and agricultural produc-

tion/GNP (-.37). Taiwan has the high positive (high physicians per capita)

and Nepal the high negative.

The eleven dimensions found to define the space of Asian develupmeat

are summarized in Table V.

TABLE V.

ELEVEN DIMENSIONS OF ASIAN DEVELOPMENT

1. Power Capability 7. Wealth
2. Trade 8. Religious Homogeneity
3. Diplomatic Tran.actions 9. Buddhists-Mohammedans Dichotomy
4. Political Orientation 10. (unnamed)
5. Christianity 11. Health
6. Density

V. CHANGES WITHIN SPFCIFIC NATIONS AND THE ASbC' SYSTLM

In section ii; we briefly noted the existence of so-called development

variables such as wealth and transaction capabilities. These are the elements

which can change more easily compared to those in the static category includ-
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ing religious, linguistic, and ethnic diversities. These two types are

equally important in understarding external behavior of nations. Ihile the

static measures (static in the sense that their changes are relatively

slow and less vulnerable to control) constitute the backbone of a country,

it is the dynamic ones which provide blood and flesh of development. The

concept of change-control is directly relevant to these dynamic variables.

Among eleven dimensions delineated, there arc four which depict the

dynamic aspect of development: power capability, wealth, trade, and diplomatic

transactions. Figure IV presents plots of component sc ces on these four

dimensions over 20 years for several countries of interest: Japan, China

(mainland), India, Philippines, North Korea, South Korea, Nepal, North

Vietnam, and South Vietnam. Though this mapping is self-explanatory, a

few points are worth noting. (1) Japan, by far, has the most colorful curves.

Especially her upward move in trade after 1963 is extreme, though the rate

of change has been decreasing. Judging from the general trend of trade,

this reflects that other Asian countries have constantly increased their

trade, often winning Japan's previous warkat. (2) The power capability of

China (mainland) has been soaring up, though her wealth did not enjoy much

improvement. (3) India has not made any significant progress since 1949

despite several economic development plans. (4) Comparing the two Koreas,

the Northern half has significantly upgraded its wealth (mostly energy

production per capita) after the Korean 'War, ,hereas the South has con-

siderably increased her diplomatic contacts. (5) For most countries, the

curves are horizontal, revealing that changes are minimal. This supports

our contention that development has received a tremendous amount of lip

service, while decision-makers were not equipped with both mental posture

and practical know--how of development. A pr ..e exception to this trend is

Japan. Thus, it is not surprising to see an argument that Japan is not an
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Asian country except ou the gcogravhical criterion (Russett, 1967).

In addition te the individual nation's paths, it is important to

exanine chanoes in the Asian systei as a whole. For this purpose, scores

of 21 countries w.re aggrv.reatcd for each year. Then, these yearly sums

were plotted over time. (Figure V). Some of the salient characteristics

of this mapping arv as foilows. (1) Diplomatic transactions have demon-

strated a near linear increase. It indicates that communication channels

within Asia and toward the world have been increasing steadily at a very

constant rate. (2) Trade has mado a dramatic Jump since 1964. (3) The

year 1968 saw a big leap in the wealth level. (4) Power capability,

though having ncrcased, has not changed r3 much as other patterns through-

out the entire period.

ITaving dolincated major patterns of change, the next problem is to

fit functions to then which will h.ln forecast the future state of the

Asian systen. Equations w7ill bu x.orked out for nations as well as the

totalit', of the systeu. Then, the linkage between attribute distance and

dyadic bch.vior ov~r time is to be clarified in order to experiment on

thc alterl:ative cons .;,nce: of chan-e-control employing an all-computer

sinlatlon mod. 1. :,sc are the tar,;ets of Tasks 2 and 3.
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FIGURE7 V. SYSTEM4IC CHANGE
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APPENDIX I

'ariable Definition and liata Source

1. Population. Represents both census and estimates and are "modified
present-in-ara counts. This means that they include data for jungle
tribes, aborigines, nomadic peoples, displaced persons, and refugees,
as well as national armed forces and diplomatic personnel staticned
outside the territory, and that they exclude alien armed forces,
alien diplomatic personnel, and enemy prisoners of war stationed inside
the country." (Demographic Yearbook,_TN, 1956, p. 21).
Source: Demographic Yearbook, UN.

2. National land area. National land area relates "to the total area of
the specified geographical units, including inland water as well as
such uninhabited or uninhabitable stretches of land as may lie within
their mainland boundaries." (Demographic Yearbook, UN, 1956, p. 24)

3. Arable land area. Refers to land planted to crops, land temporarily
fallow, temporary meadows for mowing or pasture, garden land, and area
under fruit trees, vines, fruit-bearing shrubs, and rubber plantation.
Source: Yearbook of Food and Agricultural Statistics: Production, PAO.

4. Population density. Refers to population/national land area.

See variables 1 and 2.

5. Population/arable land. See variables 1 and 3.

6. Energy production. Includes the primary sources of energy: coal and
lignite, crude petroleum, natural gas and hydro electricity. (bait:
metric tons of coal equivalent)
Source: World Energy Supplies, UN. Table 2.

7. Population X encr'y production. This product has been used in a field
analysis of international relations as a measure of the military strength
of a nation. (Quincy Uright, The Study of International Relations, 1955,
p. 599.) See variables 1 and 6 for definitions, year, and sources of
the population and energy production data, respectively.

8. Energy production/population. See variables 1 and 6.

9. Gross natioal product. "Total value of goods and services produced in
a country in a year's time . . . " Most of the data employed were
acquired from the International Cooperation Administration as reported
in a U.S. Senate Foreign Tielations Committee working paper prepared by
the Research Center in Economic Development and Cultural Change of the

*This list is largely based upon The Dimensionality of Nations

Project, "Variable Definitions, Data Sources, and Year," 1964.
liscallancous sources consulted are not included in the list.
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University of Chicago, The Role of Foreign Aid in the Development of

Other Countries (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1957).
(Norton Ginsburg, Atlas of EconomicDevelo_.ent, 1961, r. 16) The data
given on p. 16 of Ginsburg are generally for 1955. Additional source:
Mikoto Usui and E. T. i:agun, World Income 1957 (Cambridge, Mass., 1959).

10. Gross national product/popultion. See variables I and 9.

11. Manufacturin-/GNP. Manufacturing includes production in factories;

excludes mining, building and construction, and public utilities.
(A Systcm of National Accounts and Supportin& Tables, U.N., Series F,
1957, Table 164, pp. 486-490; 1958, Table 162, pp. 432-4367 1959,

Table 160, pp. 450-455.

12. Agricultural production/GNP. Agricultural includes agriculture, fores-
try, and fishing and is measured at factor cost. GNP is "gross domestic
product at factor cost." Data cources: Statistical Yearbook, UN.

13. National income. "National income is the sum of the incomes accruing
within a year to the factors of production supplied by the normal resi-
dents of a country, before deduction of direct taxation, and equals the
sum of compensation of employees, income from unincorporated enterprises,
rent, interest and dividends accruing to household saving of corpora-
tions, direct ta;es on corporations and general government income."
(Statistical Yearbook __.'. , 1959, p. 44S). Data sources: Statistical
Yearbook, U.N. Since national incomes are given in domestic currencies,
exchange rate data vary in terms of their basisi many countries give
data on several kinds of rates.

If
available, data were chosen for only the free rate (a rate that rises
or falls Lo some extent in response to private purchases and sales).
If such data were not available, thle following rates, in decreaFing
order of desirability, were used: sIlig cr import rates, buying or
export rates, official rate. 7xchangc rate data source: Statistical
Yearbook U.N.

14. Bloc menbership. Rating: 0 = Communist bloc membership. 1 = neutral
bloc, 2 a Western bloc. Communist and Western bloc membership is
determined by military treaties or alliances with the Soviet Union or
the United States. The neutral bloc is a residual category in which
nations are categorized if they have no military treaties or alliances
with either of the aforementioned bloc leaders. Source consulted:
Statesman's Yearbook.

15. Freedom of oppositton. Rating 0 = political opposition not permitted;

groups not allowed t.o organize for political action (e.p.. interest
groups, political parties), 1 = restricted political opposition allowed
(groups free to organize in politics, but oppositional role limited and
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they may not campaign for control of government); 2 - political
opposition mostly unrestricted (groups can organize for political
action and may campaign for control of government). Sources
consulted: Statesman's Yearbook, The 'ordmark Encyclopedia of the
Nations, 1960; Political Mndb3ok and Atlas of the World, 1955 and 1956.

16. __alty of goverraent change. Rating based on previous and present
gover nent: 0 - last and present government came into being through
non-legal :,.ins (e.g., illegal elections, revolutions), or if there has
been only one government since independence, present government came
into being illc(ally; I - last or present government came into being
through non-legal means, or if there has been only one government
since independence. present government came into power legally; 2
last and present governznt came into being through legal means.
Government refers to the executive head of government; legality refers
to the constitutional provisions for transferring power, or in the
absence of a constitution, the traditional practice of a country (e.g.,
hereditary transference of power). Sources consulted: The Worldmark
Encyclopodia of Lae Nations, 1960; Statesman's Yearbook, various
years; Britanica Book of the Year, various years.

17. Voting system. Rating: 0 = no voting at all; 1 - plebiscite-type
voting only, with single party and no effective primary; 2 - single
party with effective primary; 3 - multi-party system with ban on
extreme parties; 4 = multi-party system without limitation on parties.
See variable 16 for sources consulted.

18. No. of political parties. Counted as. given in Statesman's Yearbook,
1956, Political Handbook and Atlas of the World, 1956, and The World-
mark Encyclopedia of the Nations, 1960. Political parties with a
membership less than V' of the population were not counted.

19. Defense expenditure. Includes total current and capital outlays. Data
are taken as given under the "defense" classification in the national
account tables in the primary source: Statistical Yearbook, UN. Data
generally are given in domestic currency. See variable 13 for defini-
tion and sources of exchange rate data used to convert domestic curren-
cies to $ U.S. Other sources used for defense expenditure data were:
Moody's Municipal and Government Manual, various years: Statesman's
Yearbool, various years.

20. Defense expenditure/gross national product. See variables 19 and 9.

21. Newspor circulation/opulation. "A daily newspaper is defined...as
a publication containing general news and appearing at least four times
a week ...." and the data "represent the total daily circulation and
refer to the number of copies sold both inside and outside the country"
(Statistical Yearbook, UN, 1958, p. 572). The data are given per
1,000 people in the data sources: Statistical Yearbook UN.

22. Telephones/population. Telephones include both public and private
installations which can be connected to a central exchange. The data
are -iven per 1,000 people. Sources: Statistical Yearbook, UN.
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23. Radio receivcrs/.oPulation_ Radio receivers refer to the "number of
licenses issued or ti*e cstimated number of receivers (radio) in use"
(Statistical Yearbook, UN, 1957, p. 641). The data are given per 1,000
people.

24. Vehicles/population. Vehicles include motor vehicles such as passenger
cars, buses, and trucks but exclude motorcycles and government-omned
vehicles. The data are given per 1,000 people. Sources: Statistical
Yearbook_ U11; The Worldmark Encyclopedia of the Nations.

25. Railroad length. Route miles of heavy railroads of various gauges.
Excludes light railways, steam tramways, underground railroads, and
urban electric lines. Source: Jane's World Railwas N.Y.: HcGraw-
fill)

26. PoR tion/physicians. Physicians refer to registered medical practi-
tioners including doctors trained in Western medicine and herb doctors.
Source: The Worldmark Encyclopedia of the Nations.

27. Religions. Number of rUigions with membership exceeding 1% of the
population. Christianity is divided into Protestant and Catholic, but
othervo,1e divisions are between major religions (Islam, Hindu, Buddhist,
etc.) reported for a country. Sources: Demographic Yearbook, IN; The
Worldmark Encyclopedia of the Nations.

28. Membership of largest religion/population. See variable 1 and 27. For
purposes of calculating ratio, the latter is taken from the same census
as that for religions.

29. Buddhists/population. See variables I and 27.

30. Mohammedans/population. See variables 1 and 27.

31. Roman Catholics/population. See variables 1 and 27. For an additional
source, see The Catholic Enc-clopedia, Supplement II.

32. Protestftnts/population. See variables 1 and 27. For an additional
source, see The Catholic Encyclopedia, Supplement II.

33. Languages. Number of languages with membership exceeding 1% of the
population. Refers to the "'mother tongue', that is, the language
spoken by the individual, or in his home, in his early childhood."
(Demographic Yearbook,2UN, 1956, p. 34). Sources: Demographic
Yearbook, UN; The Worldmark Encyclopedia of the Nations.

34. Hembership of largest lanua.e group/population. See variables 1 and
33. For purposes of calculating the ratio, the latter is taken from
the same census as that for languages.

35. Ethnic groups. Number of ethnic or racial groups with membership
exceeding 1% of the population. Data are taken as renorted by nations
according to what they consider their major ethnic or racial divisions.
Sources: Demographic Yearbook, UN; The Worldmark Encyclopedia of Nations.
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36. :iembership of lar est ethnic group/population. See variables 1 and 35.
For purposes of calculating ratio, the latter is taken from the sam.a
census as that for ethnic groups.

37. Embassies and lcgatons in other nations in the world. Number of em-
bassies and legations in other countries as listed in the Statesman's
Yearbook, The Diplomatic Yearbook,

38. Embassies and legations in other nations in Asia. See variable 37.

39. Embassies and lerations from other nations in the world. See variable
37.

40. Embassies and legations from other nations in Asia. See variable 37.

41. Intergovernmental international organizations of which a member (Global
IGO). Number of IGO's counted as categorized in the source: Yearbook
of International Organizations, Union of International Associations.

42. Asian intergovernmental international organizations of which a member
(Asilan IGO). See variable 41.

43. Private international organizations of which a member (Global NGO). See
variable 41.

44. Asian private internatioal or~anizations of which a member (Asian NGO).
See variable 41.

45. Exports (Global). Total exports to the countries in the world. Sources;
IStatistical YearbookU; Yearbook of International Trade Statistics;
The Worldmark ncyclopudia of the Nations.

! K _Exports(Aslan). Total exports to the countries in Asia. See variable
45. Additional source: Alexander Eckstein, Walter Galenson, and
Ta-Chung Liu ads., Economic Trends in Communist China, Chicago:
Aldine, 1968.

47. s (Global). Total imports fror the countries in the world. See
varia*le 45.

4S. Imports (Asian). Total imports from the countries in Asia. See
variable 46.


